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Abstract—Organizations often share business data with third-
parties to perform data analytics. However, the business data
may contain a lot of customers’ private information. One major
concern of these organizations is thus to ensure such private
information is properly used. In this paper, we present PSpec,
a formal language for specifying data usage restrictions in
distributed data analytics. Compared with previous works, PSpec
specializes in data analytics and provides explicit support for
data desensitization and association to balance data privacy and
utility. We moreover present redundancy and conflict analysis
algorithms to help data owners write PSpec privacy policies. To
evaluate PSpec we carry out a case study on TPC-DS benchmark.
The results demonstrate applicability and practicality of the
PSpec language.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is highly desirable for organizations to discover values

from business data with data analysis techniques. For example,

a retail company may discover the sales trend to make future

business decisions, and a hospital may share some medical

records to researchers to promote the study of certain disease.

However, these data often contain a lot of customers’ personal

information, such as the financial and health information.

Improper use of these data can cause severe privacy breaches,

which in turn will significantly degrade the organization’s

reputation and even incur charges or penalties from the gov-

ernment. Ensuring the privacy-related data are properly used

is definitely a major concern of these organizations.

Lots of techniques have been developed to deal with the

privacy issue, such as anonymization [1], differential pri-

vacy [2] or privacy-aware access control [3]. However, these

techniques often suffer from several drawbacks in practice. For

example, adopting differential privacy requires tedious analysis

and mathematical insights, which can be too challenging at

present.

A more practical approach is to let the data owner specify

data usage restrictions with a specification. In this paper, we

present PSpec, a formal language for specifying data usage

restrictions for data analytics. PSpec provides explicit support

for data association and desensitization. It moreover abstracts

away details of underling data models and desensitization
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operations. To ensure the written specifications are sound, we

further develop two analysis algorithms, namely redundancy

analysis and consistency analysis. A rule is redundant if it

has no effect on the entire specification; a set of rules are

inconsistent if they may issue restrictions that cannot be

satisfied simultaneously.

II. PSPEC LANGUAGE

The scenario considered in this paper involves the following

three participants: the data owner, who shares data with

third-party analysts under agreements; the data analyst, who

performs data analysis over the shared data; and the data

analytics systems, which manages the data and allows the

analyst to submit queries for data analysis.

The primary goal of PSpec is to allow the data owner to

specify data usage restrictions such that the data can only

be accessed by the privacy-compliant queries. To achieve

usability, PSpec is designed as a high-level language to leave

out details of the underling data models and queries. To be

suitable for data analytics, PSpec provides explicit support for

data association and desensitization.

PSpec comprises two parts, namely vocabulary and policy.

In the vocabulary part, the data owner defines a set of hier-

archical user categories and data categories. A user category

represents a role. A data category represents a privacy-related

data concept. Fig. 1 shows category hierarchies for a retail

company as an example.

In the policy part, the data owner defines a set of PSpec

rules to regulate data access. Informally, each rule states

under what restrictions can a user category perform a data
association. A data association means to access certain data
categories together. A restriction specifies a set of admissible
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desensitization operations for each data access in the data

association.

Consider the privacy policy of a retail company. First, the

company forbids any access to customer names by Analyst:
r1: Analyst,[access Name]=>forbid

Second, the company further requires the sales data should be

aggregated when outputted with personal information:

r2: Analyst,[output All exclude Sensitive Attribute,
output Price]=>[{},{avg,max,min,sum}]

In r2, we define a data association of length two. The first data

access refers to the output of all but sensitive data categories.

The second data access refers to the output on sales price. The

rule r2 requires Price to be aggregated when outputted with

personal information together. Finally, the company forbids

any access to birth, gender, and zip together:

r3: Analyst,[access Birth,access Gender,access Zip]=>forbid

Note that r3 only forbids access to them together. One can

access any one or two of them freely.

III. POLICY ANALYSIS

A data usage specification must be semantically sound. We

discuss in this section redundancy analysis and consistency

analysis for PSpec.

A rule r′ is said redundant with respect to another rule r
if for any query q, if q satisfies r, q also satisfies r′. The

redundant rules not only cost unnecessary time for policy

enforcement, but also may represent potential errors or un-

intended side-effects in a policy [4]. For example, consider

the following rule r4 and the previous rule r2:

r4:Analyst,[access Price]=>[{},{avg}]

Obviously, r2 becomes redundant since whenever r4 is satis-

fied, i.e., Price is averaged, r2 must also be satisfied.

To check whether rule r′ is redundant w.r.t. rule r, we need

to check whether r is applicable to more queries, i.e., scope

checking, and is more restrictive, i.e., restriction checking. All

PSpec rules are encoded into logical formulas. SMT solvers,

e.g., Z3 [5], are employed to perform redundancy analysis.

Moreover, some rules may issue conflict restrictions, which

lead to inconsistency. Note that data association makes the

consistency analysis much more subtle since data associations

with different lengths often have different privacy implications

and should be treated separately. To this end, we first fix a seed

rule rs. A set of rules R is then said to be inconsistent w.r.t.

rs if there exists a query q such that q triggers rs, and rules

in R ∪ rs can not be satisfied together.

For example, consider the following seed rule and the

previous rule r4.

rs:Analyst,[output Zip, access Price]=>{{},{min,max}}

Obviously, whenever one analyst outputs both Zip and Price,

rs is triggered. However, rs and r4 cannot be satisfied together,

since rs requires Price to be aggregated using min or max,

while r4 requires Price to be averaged.

In practice, we are only interested in minimal inconsistent

rule sets. We apply the levelwise search technique [6] to find

all minimal inconsistent rule sets. For each rule set, we check

whether there exists a user category and a data association in

rs leading to inconsistency, again using SMT solvers.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

We have implemented a PSpec parser with XML, and policy

analysis algorithms with Java and Z3 [5].

We use a case study on TPC-DS [7] to evaluate how

easily can PSpec be grasped by a non-expert user. One junior

undergraduate student (who have received one-hour training

in PSpec, and is familiar with the TPC-DS) was demanded to

write PSpec rules to ensure the personal data in TPC-DS is

properly used. This student succeeded in writing a vocabulary

and all 13 PSpec rules in three hours.

We performed extensive experiments on synthetic rules to

evaluate the performance of the policy analysis algorithms. Up

to 50 user categories, 100 data categories, and 1000 PSpec

rules are randomly generated for evaluation. Both algorithms

finished in reasonable time and thus show their fitness for

practical use.

V. RELATED WORKS

Several privacy languages have been proposed to formalize

text-based policies, including P3P [8], EPAL [3], XACML [9],

and P-RBAC models [10]. These languages, however, have

weak support for data association and desensitization, and

cannot specify fine-grained privacy specifications. Besides,

In order to automatically enforce privacy and security re-

quirements on programs, several extensions for programming

languages have been proposed[11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16].

However, PSpec is a new privacy specification language, not

an extension to existing programming languages.

Policy analysis has been extensively studied in past decades.

These works range from system configuration policies [4],

firewall policies [17], [18], to access control policies [19],

[20]. Although the intuition is similar, the policy analysis

algorithms in this paper are pertaining to PSpec. They are

further complicated by data association.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present the language PSpec for specifying

data usage restrictions in data analytics. To facilitate the user

reason and analyze the PSpec policy, we also introduce two

policy analysis algorithms, namely redundancy analysis and

conflict analysis.

In the future, we plan to perform more real-world case stud-

ies to further evaluate the applicability of PSpec. Moreover,

we also plan to explore other policy analysis algorithms to

help users write and analyze their policies.
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